[Activity of pyruvate- and ketoglutarate dehydrogenase complexes on various regions of the rat brain].
The activity of pyruvate dehydrogenase and ketoglutarate dehydrogenase complexes (PDC; EC 1.2.4.1 and KDC; EC 1.2.4.2, respectively) was studied in extracts and lysates of mitochondria isolated from the cortex, cerebellum and stem of the rat brain. In all the mentioned cerebral areas the PDC activity calculating per 1 mg protein noticeably increased that for KDC. Under conditions of solubilization the activity of KDC lowered to a greater extent than that of PDC. The studied brain areas are arranged according to the activity of PDC and KDC in lysates in the following order: stem much much greater than cortex greater than cerebellum, however, the highest stock of the PDC activity manifesting with activation of endogenous phosphatase and dephosphorylation of the complex is observed in cerebellum. When calculating per mitochondria isolated from 1 g of tissue, the value of the PDC activity/KDC activity ratio in all areas of the brain is more than 1, and in cerebellum allowing for the complete PDC activity it exceeds 3. The data obtained emphasize the biochemical originality of the cerebellum and the presence of specific peculiarities in regulation of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex activity in this cerebral area.